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一、中英文摘要























    One of the most challenging problems of
building a knowledge-based design system is the
transfer of a designer's expertise into the system.
Present knowledge acquisition techniques are
cumbersome and often require knowledge engineers
to act as human translators between the knowledge
source and the program.  This research utilizes
case-based reasoning approach to acquire design
knowledge from previous design cases, and apply
the knowledge to similar but unsolved design
problems.
    Human designers do not solve design problems
from scratch, they utilize previous problem solving
episodes for similar design problems as a basis for
developmental decision making.  This observation
leads to the starting point of this research: We can
utilize past experiences to solve a new problem by
detecting the similarities between the past problem
and the new problem.  That is, by applying case-
based reasoning we can advance the problem solving
process.
    Through the construction of such a case-based
system on Internet, this research anticipates to
discuss a future computational environment for
architectural design.  Finally, the future directions
of integrating different architectural case-based
libraries on Internet will be discussed.
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    1991年在蘇黎世，由瑞士聯邦理工學
院建築系所主辦的 CAAD Futures ‘91 國
際性電腦輔助建築設計會議中，由施宣光








































































































































傳統二元邏輯選單方式    模糊邏輯選單方式
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